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overview

Type is a discipline 
unto itself.
The historical, theoretical and practical complexities 
of type rival that of modern medicine, architecture 
and graphic design. Typography is not the act 
of selecting a font, but rather the application of 
intellectual understandings to stabilize information, 
inform meaning thru typographic structure and 
aesthetic value systems, creating effective language, 
and applying rigorous often calculated principle to 
achieve compelling graphical compositions.

anatomy
classification
principles
chronology
region
specimens

...the devil in the details of graphic design.
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anatomy

...an arm and a leg.
Cantilevers and columns, beams and thresholds, the 
anatomy of a typographic glyph has an architectural 
logic. The limbs of a character not only define its 
structural contents, but also determine the ways in 
which the typeface wants to be set and how it should 
interact with other letter forms.  Its important to 
have a basic understanding of these typographic 
appendages in order to not only work with type but 
to be able to describe it.

The basic structural components of any given letter 
form are:

Descender

Ascender

Terminal

x-Height

Cap height

Baseline
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Ligature
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Counter
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anatomy

...an arm and a leg.
Like the animal kingdom and the homo-sapiens that 
run amok in it, the world of type has its own classi-
fications, or species if you will. These classifications 
are usually determined by a combination of uses, 
functions, intents and style. 

These intents and styles are distinguished by how 
the type designer has structurally coded the archi-
tectural components of the letter forms. 
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Classification
technology

typical
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families
function



classification

Genus typograficus.
Historical technologies developing parallel to the 
time of a typeface’s design imbue it with a distinc-
tive formal quality. The common classifications that 
describe and illustrate these technological and social 
conditions are:

Humanist/ Old Style

Transitional

Modern

Egyptian/ Slab Serif

Humanist San Serif

Transitional San Serif

Geometric San Serif



classification

Genus typograficus.
The same “message” set in alternating examples 
of these classifications begins to illustrate how 
type connotes a vocal gesture. As a by-product, 
this distinction attaches to the otherwise arbitrary 
message a historical framework and tone/intent. The 
designer must figure out how that “cultural baggage” 
is either going to help or hinder their intent.

Humanist/ Old Style

Transitional

Modern

Egyptian/ Slab Serif

Humanist San Serif

Transitional San Serif

Geometric San Serif

Hello sciarc!

Hello sciarc!

Hello sciarc!
Hello sciarc!

Hello sciarc!

Hello sciarc!

paperback roman

Hello sciarc!

gil sans

baskerville

helvetica

clarendon

bodoni

futura



classification

Genus typograficus.
While all of the sample classifications set in 
paragraph form on the right appear to be the same 
point size (as their paragraph volumes are practically 
identical), there are in fact subtle differences in how 
they are set. Typography is largely the management 
of what is “optically” happening rather than what is 
physically and scientifically happening. Proportion 
of a typeface optically changes as its point size 
changes. 

For example, Clarendon, is a SLAB SERIF typeface. A 
slab will typically cause the letter forms to be wider, 
due to their thick weight. We will see this more 
clearly as we discuss the difference between display 
and text type.

Humanist/ Old Style

Transitional

Modern

Egyptian/ Slab Serif

Humanist San Serif

Transitional San Serif

Geometric San Serif



classification: typical

Distinctive Style:
Serif
A more simplified approach to categorizing 
typefaces (other than the reference to the technol-
ogy or intention that framed its design) is the more 
familiar distinctions between serifs, sans serifs and 
slab typefaces. While serifs are often associated 
with “classical” typography and sans serifs with 
the “modern”, this is an incorrect assumption and 
unfortunate generalization. Many serif type designs 
are incredibly “mechanistic” and abstract, while 
several contemporary sans serifs have a hand-drawn, 
organic sensibility.

A serif, loosely derived from the Dutch word, 
schreef, meaning “line” or “pen stroke”, is a kind of 
ornamental tail or foundation with which the letter 
forms’ appendages connect with.  Serif typefaces, 
again, are descendants of calligraphic forms, whose 
pen construction and tips yielded these ticks and 
terminal swashes.

Serif

Sans Serif

Slab



classification: typical

Distinctive Style:
Serif
The example on the right is how we are typically 
used to seeing serif typefaces used.

Serif

Sans Serif

Slab



classification: typical

Distinctive Style:
Serif

The “serif” itself can take on unmeasurable varia-
tions depending on the typeface which will of course 
ultimately shape its quality and sensibility. Unlike 
Spektro, Electra’s serif are thin and angular, giving it 
an elegance that is formal and crisp. 

Serif

Sans Serif

Slab



classification: typical

Distinctive Style:
Sans Serif
A sans serif, french for “without a serif”, does not 
utilize the terminal strokes we regularly see in 
classical typography. San serifs can still have wildly 
diverse executions. Type designers have learned to 
consider angle, shape, consistency and thickness to 
give sans more theater. 

Serif

Sans Serif

Slab



classification: typical

Distinctive Style:
Sans Serif
The beloved Futura was, however, specifically 
designed to be future forward. Its geometric 
simplicity and faithfulness to the bare bones of form 
(circle, square, triangle: the father, son and holy 
ghost of the Bauhaus) not only made for incredible 
legibility at any number of scales, but also 
maximized space in the most efficient way as to 
make organization of the page completely 
democratic and flexible.

While designers still favor Futura and are constantly 
testing new ways to use it, they must remain 
responsible and account for burden that Futura 
is closely tethered to a very specific and familiar 
design movement.

Serif

Sans Serif

Slab



classification: typical

Distinctive Style:
Sans Serif
I think we’ve covered this one.

Serif

Sans Serif

Slab



classification: typical

Distinctive Style:
Slab Serif
Slabs or Egyptian typefaces’ form literally sit on or 
terminate with a “slab foundation”. Slabs are almost 
always thick and heavy, and as such are generally 
used as “display” typefaces. They were designed to 
have attractive qualities, by attractive we mean to 
say that they could cut thru the clutter of competing 
visual elements on a page, thereby attracting the eye 
to their message first. Advertising, of course, was the 
greatest influence in establishing slab designs.

Serif

Sans Serif

Slab



classification: typical

Distinctive Style:
Slab Serif
Again, slabs give the type-designer another surface 
on the letter form with which to experiment with 
variation. Slabs can fluctuate in thickness (from 
typeface to typeface or even within a singular type-
face itself), use of or devoid of ornament and flourish, 
and angular or curvalinearity.

Serif

Sans Serif

Slab



classification: typical

Distinctive Style:
Slab Serif
A more simplified approach to categorizing typeface 
than the reference to the technology or intention 
that framed its design is the greater known distinc-
tions between serifs, sans serifs and slab typefaces. 
While serifs are often associated with “classical” 
typography and sans serifs with “modern”, this is 
an incorrect assumption and generalization. Many 
serif type designs are incredibly “mechanistic” and 
abstract, while several contemporary sans serifs 
have a hand-drawn, organic sensibility.

Serif

Sans Serif

Slab A



classification: permutations

Scripts
There is nothing really new about script typefaces, 
they’ve been in the design mix for centuries. Scripts 
are a kind of ornamental humanist typeface, they are 
a tip of the hat to the human hand and celebrate the 
handwriting style of cordial invitations, sign painting 
of 50s advertising, and digital cursive.  

Script

Monoline

Unicase

Stencil

Semi



classification: permutations

Scripts
Like all font classifications and styles, script can be 
programmatic, ornate, simple, complex, retro and 
classical, uniform and divergent.

Script

Monoline

Unicase

Stencil

Semi



classification: permutations

Monoline & 
Unicase
Monoline and unicase typefaces also talk about the 
drawing “style” of a type classification. Monoline 
describes a typeface whose weight is consistent 
in its thickness throughout the drawing of the 
letterform. Unicase fonts are comprised of both 
upper and lower case letters coexisting in the same 
set. Both monoline and unicase style typefaces are 
often used by designers communicating a vocabulary 
emanating from the world of the programmed, the 
digital and the coded. Generally it is these devices 
whose display limitations produce letterforms with 
the least amount of variation and the maximum 
amount of uniformity.

Script

Monoline

Unicase

Stencil

Semi



classification: permutations

Monoline & 
Unicase
Monoline and unicase typefaces also talk about the 
drawing “style” of a type classification. Monoline 
describes a typeface whose weight is consistent 
in its thickness throughout the drawing of the 
letterform. Unicase fonts are comprised of both 
upper and lower case letters coexisting in the same 
set. Both monoline and unicase style typefaces are 
often used by designers communicating a vocabulary 
emanating from the world of the programmed, the 
digital and the coded. Generally it is these devices 
whose display limitations produce letterforms with 
the least amount of variation and the maximum 
amount of uniformity.

Script

Monoline

Unicase

Stencil

Semi



classification: permutations

Stencil
The aethetic style of stencil typography grew out 
of the invention and application of its functional 
necessity. Now typified by graffiti artists and political 
activism, stencil typography is largly familiar to the 
official and militaristic surface. Again, like the clas-
sifications previously seen, the stencil is an obvious 
reflection of the technology that employs it. Militial 
uses allowed a cheap and immediately editable way 
to clearly label supplies, belongings, and machinery.

Script

Monoline

Unicase

Stencil

Semi

MY STUDENTS 
SHOULD MAKE 
THEIR OWN 
STENCILS



classification: permutations

Semi
Semi typefaces are exactly what they sound like. 
They are semi, “part” serif, and part sans serif. This is 
usually a calculated inclusion or exclusion of serifs 
at the terminals of each character or glyph.

Script

Monoline

Unicase

Stencil

Semi duh.



classification: families

Papa bear, mama 
bear & baby bear.
Some families have an only child, like monoline 
and unicase, while other typefaces got busy and 
had octuplets after they already had six children. 
Each typeface has a family of weights and cuts that 
lend themselves to particular tastes, ideas, sounds, 
expressions and functions. The family of a typeface 
can have as few as three particular weights (typically 
regular, italic and bold)  and as many as 40 different 

“calibrations.”

Some common typographic weights and cuts:

Roman
Regular

Medium

Bold

Italic

Thin

Condensed

Extended

Black

Extra Black

Heavy

Small Caps

Rounded



classification: families

Papa bear, mama 
bear & baby bear.
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classification: families

Papa bear, mama 
bear & baby bear.
Some families have an only child, like monoline 
and unicase, while other typefaces got busy and 
had octuplets after they already had six children. 
Each typeface has a family of weights and cuts that 
lend themselves to particular tastes, ideas, sounds, 
expressions and functions. The family of a typeface 
can have as few as three particular weights and as 
many as 40 different “calibrations.”

Some common typographic weights and cuts:

Roman
Regular

Medium

Bold

Italic

Thin

Condensed

Extended



classification: function

Display
Like the architectural expressions of doors, hallways, 
kitchens, conference rooms, and such, typefaces are 
often designed based on the purpose they will serve. 
The most common of these purposes are the two 
poles of display and text settings, and everything 
else in between.

Display

Text



classification: function

Display

A display typeface operates for the same purpose as 
a fashion boutique’s “window display”. The volume of 
type set as display is intended to attract the reader 
to enter the store, or in this case read the story, or 
engage in the remaining and sub-texts of the poster.

Display

Text



classification: function

Text
Depending on your message and need, typographic 
expressions in graphic design frameworks can have 
more than one display-face. The more complex your 
design project, the more you can create a systems of 
typographic hierarchies that employs many different 
typographic voices.

“Text” usually refers to a body of type that is far great-
er in word count, like that of a book, news article, or 
extended information that must be grouped together 
on a poster or other smaller framework. We will see 
later how choices made in not just typeface but the 
style you set text type in will also yield a particular 
style and read.

Display

Text
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principle

My, what big 
x-height you have!
Any woman, and some metro-sexuals, know that not 
all shoe sizes are the same. You may generally wear 
a size 8 ½, but this could shift depending on whether 
they are Prada or Payless, stilettos or flats, leather or 
canvas. Because each typeface has its own DNA, it 
responds in a particular fashion to its environment. 
Two typefaces can behave significantly different 
even if they are given the same point size. You’ve got 
to try on several the shoe sizes to be sure which one 
is the best fit.



principle

My, what big 
x-height you have!
Any woman, and some metro-sexuals, know that not 
all shoe sizes are the same. You may generally wear 
a size 8 ½, but this could shift depending on whether 
they are Prada or Payless, stilettos or flats, leather or 
canvas. Because each typeface has its own DNA, it 
responds in a particular fashion to its environment. 
Two typefaces can behave significantly different 
even if they are given the same point size. You’ve got 
to try on several the shoe sizes to be sure which one 
is the best fit!



principle

Kerning
Typesetting, even for few words as in display type 
requires a bit of finesse. You wouldn’t rely on Otto 
the stoner bus driver to take your kids to school, 
and you should not rely on Auto to care for your 
type setting. You cannot set it and forget it by using 
default type settings. You have to get in there and 
get your hands dirty. 

Kerning is the exercise of manually adjusting the 
space between two particular character pairs in 
typeset text.



principle

Tracking
Tracking is the overall spacing between characters in 
a line of text. Adding or adjusting the tracking value 
in selection of text will apply that value to the entire 
selection, while kerning seeks to optically center 
and adjust the spacing between two glyphs based on 
their shapes alone.



principle

Meaning

Every typographic action will have a connotative 
reaction. While some of these gestures are slight and 
in the name of legibility, others are exaggerated and 
in the name of meaning. 

Next week we will look more specifically how type 
on a poster can be both rigid with structure and clar-
ity as well as uber expressive, synthesizing form after 
form, delivering meaning after meaning.

Some elementary examples, one liners, of type 
“behaving” in a meaningful way are illustrated below. 

Also, see the book 
“Sex and Typography: Robert Brownjohn”
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principle

Alignment:
Justification
Flushing

Ragging

Justification

Hypphenation
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principle

Un-Grid: Classical 
Center Axis
Center axis typography assumes that the “grid” has 
only one column into which all typographic elements 
are aligned centrally along the same vector of 
reference.

Center Axis

Multicolumn Grid



principle

Un-Grid: Classical 
Center Axis
Center axis typography assumes that the “grid” has 
only one column into which all typographic elements 
are aligned centrally along the same vector of 
reference.

Center Axis

Multi-column Grid



principle

The Modernists’
Grid
The grid is the graphic designer’s floor plan.  A 
typographic grid is a two-dimensional structure 
made up of a series of intersecting vertical and 
horizontal axes used to structure content. The grid 
serves as an armature on which a designer can 
organize text and images in a rational, easy to absorb 
manner.

Center Axis

Multicolumn Grid
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The Modernists’
Grid
The grid is the graphic designer’s floor plan.  A typo-
graphic grid is a two-dimensional structure made 
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axes used to structure content. The grid serves as an 
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images in a rational, easy to absorb manner.
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principle

Grid

Center Axis

Multi-column Grid
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Grid
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Multi-column Grid



principle

Grid: Layout
A very simplified gird in use. Simplified grids can 
have as little as two columns while other more 
complex grids can have as many as 16 columns. 
Layouts that will house lots of different kinds of visu-
al information (images, text, headers, captions, page 
numbers, charts, etc) will usually want a grid with 
a higher column count. Higher column count grids 
tend to be more flexible where many typographic 
strategies can occur.
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chronology

Classical
Classical type usually describes design consid-
erations that where made before the advent 
of moveable type, typographic expression that 
represents PRE-Industrial Revolution. They are often 
humanist, nods to the hand and calligraphy and the 
stone type of ancient civilization arechitecture such 
as that of the Roman Empire.

The general chronological “movements” that group 
typographic styles are:

Classical

Modern

Post-modern

Post-post-modern



chronology

Classical
Classical type usually describes design consid-
erations that where made before the advent 
of moveable type, typographic expression that 
represents PRE-Industrial Revolution. They are often 
humanist, nods to the hand and calligraphy and the 
stone carvings of ancient civilization such as the 
Roman Empire.

Classical

Modern

Post-modern

Post-post-modern



chronology

Classical
Type specimen for Caslon. 

Classical

Modern

Post-modern

Post-post-modern



chronology

Modern
The industrial revolution modernizes type production. 
Moveable type is born. Abstraction and uniformity in  
favor of order and readability. Ornament is a crime! 
Utopian ideas about progress thru doing away with 
clutter and aesthetic accessory.

Classical

Modern

Post-modern

Post-post-modern



chronology

Modern
The industrial revolution modernizes type production. 
Moveable type is born. Abstraction and uniformity in  
favor of order and readability. Ornament is a crime! 
Utopian ideas about progress thru doing away with 
clutter and aesthetic accessory.

Classical

Modern

Post-modern

Post-post-modern



chronology

Modern
The industrial revolution modernizes type production. 
Moveable type is born. Abstraction and uniformity in  
favor of order and readability. Ornament is a crime! 
Utopian ideas about progress thru doing away with 
clutter and aesthetic accessory.

Jan Tschichold 
Die Neue Typographie

“The New Typography”



chronology

Post-modern
Post-modern (type) designers responded to the strict 
sobriety of modernism, and challenged that there 
cannot be any truth in style, nor could a society 
thrive in an environment submissive to authoritarian 
law. Design archeology, appropriation, revival and 
retrievalism, and the synthesis of oppositional modes 
of design conduct all contribute to the often incor-
rectly termed “dystopian” agenda.

Type design began to see the literal “frankensteining” 
of classical and modern typefaces, the appropriation 
of two styles, re-purposed, and detoured in order to 
suggest the authors new intent and suggest a new 
meaning.

Dead History



chronology

Post-modern
The precursor/parent to “grunge” was the populariza-
tion of distressed type. This was a literal “assault” on 
the strict form design of both classical and modern 
typography, both of which had strict rules for the 
ways type should behave and be used. Distressed 
grunge type liberated designers from these rules and 
consequently, brought the designer’s hand to the 
forefront. The designer as author is born.

Blue Eyeshadow



chronology

Post-modern
Other methods of post-modernity outside of hybrid-
ity and deconstruction, is the quotational and the 
approriation of existing forms, or “retrievalism”.

Exocet
 -Johnathan Barnbrook



chronology

Post-modern

Keedy Sans
 -Jeffery Keedy



chronology

Post-modern
Keedy Sans
 -Jeffery Keedy



chronology

Post-modern

Lushus
 -Jeffery Keedy



chronology

Post-post-modern
A return to classical and modern sensibilities, 
introducing contemporary gestures, an 
acknowledgement rather than a rebellion toward 
preceeding movements.

Neutraface
 - House Industriess



chronology

Post-post-modern
A return to classical and modern sensibilities, 
introducing contemporary gestures, an acknowl-
edgement rather than a rebellion toward preceeding 
movements.

Mrs. Eaves
 - Zuzana Licko



chronology

Post-post-modern
A return to classical and modern sensibilities, 
introducing contemporary gestures, an acknowl-
edgement rather than a rebellion toward preceeding 
movements.

Greta



chronology

Post-post-modern
A return to classical and modern sensibilities, 
introducing contemporary gestures, an acknowl-
edgement rather than a rebellion toward preceeding 
movements.

Paperback
 - John Downer



resources

Type Foundaries houseindustries.com

lineto.com

myfonts.com

emigre.com

ourtype.be

bertoldtypes.com

adobe.com/type

veer.com

primetype.com



reference

Useful Type Books
About Face: Reviving the Rules of Typogrpahy
by David Jury

Good look at basics of type setting, dos and donts,
and handling of different species of typefaces.



reference

Useful Type Books
The Elements of Typographic Style
by Robert Bringhurst

Excellent for historical contexts and applications. 
Looks more indepth at the science of typography 
including editorial signs and symbols.

Not for the beginner but for those interested in a 
more microscopic investigation of type usage.



reference

Useful Type Books
Thinking with Type
by Ellen Lupton

GET THIS BOOK.



reference

Useful Type Books
Grid Systems in Graphic Design
by Josepf Müller Brockmann

Next to Jan Tschichold’s “The New Typography” this 
book is instumental for those interested in denota-
tive modernist typography. Excellent for handling 
multiple hierarchies of text and layout. 



reference

Useful Type Books
Ten Commandments of Type/Type Heresy
By Paul Felton

A great juxtaposition of the strategic rules of classi-
cal and modernist typography and its overrulling by 
postmodernist type.

This book explains the very essential notion that 
must be understood by all typographers and all 
designers. You must decided for yourself how you 
want to communicate your ideas. While rules are 
made to be broken, the most successful 
designers have their own point of view and exploit it 
at maximum volume.



the end of the beginning

Typographers make 
better architects.


